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How well a vehicle performs on paper depends entirely on which piece of paper you're looking
at. Check the new Chevrolet Silverado HD's spec sheet, and you'll see a strongly competitive
new truck. Check our test data, though, and not everything lines up. Lay out the Silverado HD's
powertrain, payload, trailering, and pricing numbers next to those from Ford and Ram , and
things look pretty good. Chevrolet invested its money where it matters most, underneath the
sheetmetal. A stronger frame increases payload and tow ratings for every model, an all-new gas
engine finally makes competitive numbers, an all-new speed automatic makes the most of the
already potent diesel engine, and an unmatched suite of trailering apps and cameras makes a
strong workhorse stronger. The Truck of the Year is Push the press release aside, though, and
take a look at the test results. They're a mixed bag, to say the least. Starting with the good
news, the diesel-powered represented here by the GMC Sierra HD is substantially quicker both
while empty and pulling 20, pounds than the equally new Ram HD diesel. Likewise, it stops
shorter from 60 mph unladen and is more nimble in an emergency lane change. Most crucially,
it needs less time and distance to accelerate from 35 mph to 55 mph uphill while towing 17,
pounds. If you're like most dually buyers and towing is an integral part of your job, these are
critical differences. They're counterbalanced, however, by the lack of performance from the
gas-powered Silverado HD. Any way you look at it, the 6. Whether empty, with a 10,pound trailer
on flat ground, or accelerating uphill from 35 mph to 55 mph with a 10,pound trailer, the truck
always feels like it's struggling. Despite outweighing the Silverado, the Ram is noticeably
quicker. What's more, being a Power Wagon, the Ram's max tow rating is compromised by its
off-road suspension. Whereas the Chevy was towing 75 percent of its maximum, the Ram was at
its limit and still quicker. Blame likely falls at the feet of the mildly updated six-speed automatic.
Why Chevy chose to pair this transmission with its all-new gas V-8 instead of opting for the hot
new Allison speed automatic the diesel gets is beyond us. We've been waiting 20 years for
Chevy to replace the 6. With the Ram already outperforming it and the just-announced Ford F
Super Duty coming with its own all-new gas V-8 and speed automatic, the gas-powered
Silverado is DOA competitively. We also have to acknowledge that the Silverado HD shares the
lackluster interior of the Silverado we lambasted last year. Although all the same criticisms still
apply, from the uncomfortable seats to the cheap materials and the barely updated design,
guest judge and former Truck Trend editor-in-chief Mark Williams is quick to point out
heavy-duty truck buyers are more than willing to trade opulent interiors for capability when it
comes time to work. Underwhelming performance from one half of the powertrain department is
bad enough in a truck meant for work first and coddling second. Add in an uncomfortable and
outclassed interior, and you're saddled with a truck that'll only attract the most faithful
customers. We expect open-minded shoppers likely will float away to Ram and Ford, where the
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guess I'm it. Mike L Silverado 4x4 6. Cab 3dr. Well didn't buy it for the mileage obviously. Pics
July LT with fourth door 6. Put on a few after market accessories. I pull a 29' fifth wheel camper
and other toys. No problems to speak of as of now. Bought it off the lot in March and its got
miles. Stuck in a pic of the window sticker too. Andrew E. Picked it up just a week ago. We'll see
how things go as I rack up the miles. Not happy with the Chevy splashguards -- not long enough
to keep the mud and my gravel driveway from hitting the rocker panels. Would have preferred
the painted running boards, but told by the dealer that they wouldn't work with the wheel flares

which come standard. Opted for wheel-to-wheel step rails, due in a week. Also planning on
getting a rhinoliner. Anyone had any experience with them? Have had my rhino liner since april
of Its great No negative things to report about it. Last I heard it was a Or are you wishing you
bought a real truck? I think you met to respond to jovanotti in regards to the splash guards. If
you look at my pics I didn't have any when the pics were taken but I have since put on the
"preformed" guards and they seem to work pretty well. I think the bigger name liners all hold up
good but I could be wrong. Been there done that Ray T. I hope to stay at least lbs below that. I'm
getting scared about the fuel mileage reports with the 8. I have no diesel experience at all so any
input is welcome. I have a couple of friends who say diesel!! Anyone out there towing with this
with at least a few months on it? August Just bought my HD ext. They're trying to sell fast to
make room for the 's. Good luck. October Left the truck in the driveway for a week and when I
started it, the transmission wouldn't go into gear. Brought it into the dealer and they told me
this is a defect in the transmission. It seems that the fluid drains into the pan and creates an air
pocket. Called GM complaint central and they agreed. Problem is they don't have a fix. Anyone
out their with a similar problem. November I have a hd with allie and 15K miles so far and love
everything about except that problem of leaving it set for awhile. There are two filters in this
tranny, the one you can see and change control main oil filter, a spin on and one that is similar
to all other auto trannys suction filter which requires pan removal to change. I think there needs
to be a check valve or flapper valve somewhere between the coverter housing and front support
module to prevent the oil draining from the directional flow control valve to the pan. I haven't
had it for about five months now but when I did have it I simply moved the shift selector from
reverse to low twice and it got me moving again, I think this directs the flow the fastest from the
pan back into the flow control module. Regards ndared1. Hi all I am happy so far besides the
dealer lies and mistakes GM came down on them hard and fast They really got spanked! Put 25
lb bales of hay in the other day.. Oh yeah.. I bought a Indigo HD 4x4 6. This is the smoothest
driving truck yet. I will use it to pull my snowmobiles, and they seem like nothing for this truck.
The 4. Hi - trying to find out if the dealerships are trying to put it to me being a girl - you know
how it is. In accordance with GM tsb no. This rate only applies to personal use vehicles, under
warranty, maintained in accordance with the appropriate maintenance schedule, with less than
58, km 36, mi , or 80, km 50, mi for Cadillac, driven at legal speeds in an unloaded for trucks
condition. Does that mean it becomes unacceptable once that happens? December Very
interesting - especially the last note - what happens to oil consumption after 36K? Nothing
published on acceptable levels? What is tsb no. Forgive my ignorance! All engines require oil to
lubricate and protect the load bearing and internal moving parts from wear including cylinder
walls, pistons and piston rings. When a piston moves down its cylinder, a thin film of oil is left
on the cylinder wall. During the power stroke, part of this oil layer is consumed in the
combustion process. As a result, varying rates of oil consumption are accepted as normal in all
engines. Oil Consumption The accepted rate of oil consumption for engines used in the
vehicles referenced is 0. Many factors can affect an owner's concern with oil consumption.
Driving habits and vehicle maintenance vary from owner to owner. Thoroughly evaluate each
case before deciding whether the vehicle in question has abnormal engine oil consumption.
Gasket and External Leaks Inspect the oil pan and engine covers for leakage due to
over-tightened, damaged, or out of place gaskets. Inspect oil lines and fittings for signs of
leakage. When checking the oil level, make sure the dipstick is wiped clean before taking an oil
level reading and fully depress the dipstick until the shoulder bottoms out on the dipstick tube.
In order to ensure accurate results, the temperature of the oil should be close to the same
temperature as the last time the oil level was checked. Improper Oil Fill After an Oil Change
Following an oil change, verify that the proper amount and type of oil was put in the engine and
that the oil level on the dipstick is not above the full mark or below the add marks. Refer to the
Owner's Manual or Service Manual for information on recommended oil quantity, viscosity, and
quality. Because this may not always be an everyday occurrence, it is hard to determine exactly
how much the oil economy will be affected. Towing or Heavy Usage Towing a trailer will
increase oil consumption and may cause oil consumption to fall below the normal accepted rate
referenced in this bulletin for an unloaded vehicle in a personal use application. Large frontal
area trailers will further increase the work required from the engine, especially at highway
speeds, and thus increases the rate of oil consumption. Oil Dilution Fuel and Water On vehicles
that are usually driven short distances, less than 8 km 5 mi , especially in colder weather,
unburned fuel and condensation generated from cold engine operation may not get hot enough
to evaporate out of the oil. When this occurs, the dipstick may indicate that the oil level is
over-full. Subsequent driving on a trip of sufficient length to enable normal engine operating
temperature for 30 minutes or more, in order to vaporize excess moisture and fuel, may give the
customer the impression of excessive oil consumption. Engine Temperature If an engine is run

at overheated temperatures see Owner's Manual or Service Manual for more than brief periods,
oil will oxidize at a faster than normal rate. In addition, gaskets may distort, piston rings may
stick, and excessive wear may result. Verify that all cooling system components are in proper
working order. Engine Wear Piston scuffing, excessive piston-to-wall clearance, tapered or out
of round cylinders, worn, damaged or improperly installed valve guides, seals and piston rings
will all cause an increase in oil consumption. Therefore, oil economy should not be tested until
the vehicle has accumulated at least km mi. An exception would be allowed only if an engine is
reported to be using more than 0. Verify that the engine has no external leaks. Repair as
necessary. Verify that the engine is at normal operating temperature see Owner's Manual or
Service Manual. Park the vehicle on a level surface. Wait at least 5 minutes 20 minutes for the 3.
Verify that the oil level is at, but not above, the full mark on the dipstick, and that the proper
viscosity and quality oil are being used as recommended in the Owner's Manual. Record the
vehicle mileage, date, and exact oil level on the form included in this bulletin. Ask the customer
to verify the oil level, each time the vehicle is fueled, following steps and return the vehicle to
the dealership if the oil level is found at or below the add mark, 0. If the oil level remains above
the add mark, the customer should continue to operate the vehicle and verify the engine oil
level until km mi has accumulated before returning to the dealership for a final evaluation. If the
final evaluation shows that the engine uses more than 0. If the oil consumption test shows that
the engine uses less than 0. I am assuming though, that your dealer is using this TSB as a
guideline since I couldn't find one for the specific model that you have. Good luck!! Wow thanks for the info. This will definitely give me something to go on. I appreciate your help! Hope
you and yours have a safe and happy holiday season! I have a Sierra HD 8. The first mi it used a
qt per to mi. Now that it's broke in it don't use oil and no longer makes that annoying knock on
start-ups. Do you ever get sluggish shifts from the Allison? Seems like my catches every now
and then. I also haven't done any towing - so I guess I'll see how that goes over the next few
thou miles. Have a friend of a friend who has a Suburban with the 8. Can anybody advise me on
their circumstances that resulted in GM buy back their 25ooHS? If you can please email with
details or post. I am in the pre arbitration process with BBB, and need some more evidence to
support my claim. Anyone out there that has lowered there HD 4x4 to the riding height of
series? Details would be appreciated. January What in the world would you want to lower a HD
for? If you wanted a lower truck why didn't you buy one. The is built for heavy loads and such..
February March There was a TSB issued about the PCV on engines using abnormal amounts of
oil, you might want to mention to your dealer don't expect GM to replace your rings that's a pipe
dream, do you have the infamous cold start knock too? GM says that's normal also but yet their
handing out extended engine component warranties like candy now for this issue as long as
you have documented it at dealers Ray T. May I see you are questioning Ryan again. Sound like
old times doesn't it? Thus far at 13, miles I have had no problems whatsoever. I changed the
engine oil at miles and went to Amsoil. I haven't experienced any engine knock, and at I went to
Mobil 1 oil, still sounds good. I put DeeZee running boards on the day that I bought it. Keeps
sides clean Sorry to post this here but the problems discussion group was shut down due to
some guys with too much time on their hands. I have a HD 4x4 diesel with an Allison tranny. I
hear a whining noise when I decelerate. The noise is there all the way down to about MPH. I
located two service bulletins regarding rear axle noise but it may not be the same problem I an
having. Thanks in advance for your help. Great discussion board by the way! I have a '00 4x4
ext. I feel the paint lines when I cross them. Bought this truck used Nov. It does every thing I
want it to do,Hauling and towing a 32' TT but the ride is much to firm. Does anyone know what
is included in the Firm ride pk that came on the truck. I also have a '00 Suburban,4x2, that rides
like a dream. I wonder if the shocks for a Suburban would fit and help the ride. Anyone out there
in land had this trouble. April Just discovered these forums. Now have over This is without a
doubt the most reliable truck I've ever owned. Rebuilt the brakes a couple weeks ago Also
found leaking front pinion shaft seal. This is the first time in almost five years it's required
anything but routine maintenance. I've had my 04' Suburban with the 8. I also just added a quart
of oil between my oil changes and have 11k on it. I'm going to give the Mobil 1 oil a try I think
most of these dealers are jumping on the same side as the manufacturer to avoid fixing the
issue. Hello all from Kansas City! I am a born and raised Ford guy that has recently purchased a
HD crew cab 4wd. I have had it about 2 weeks and I must say apart from gas mileage, you Chevy
guys aren't all bad! I noticed a tire might have been a little low so I pulled up to air hose and
looked at sidewall before airing and couldn't beleive my eyes when I saw 80lbs. I have done
some research and am still confused. I don't haul too often so I guess 80lbs all the way around
is too much, but can't find any 'truth'. Thanks in advance for pointing me in the right direction.
The first thing you need to do is find the vehicle placard. If I remember correctly, GM trucks
have the placard on the driver's doorpost. The placard is going to list the original tire size and

the proper inflation pressure for that size. It also lists the rim size. There are several versions of
a Silverado HD. This is probably cause wear problems center wear. Hope this helps. These are
chevy rims so I am assuming they are 6" and thus maybe too narrow. Guess I'll see what else is
up. Thanks for the reply!! September Hey guys, Just bought a 05 Silverado 4x4 crew cab and
comes with the gears. I want to change the gears to Is this doable? I just bought the Diablo
Predator so that I can correct the speedo. Since I have a 4x4, would I need 2 sets of gears?
Thanks for the info! I own a Chevy HD gas 4 wheel drive model. Took it in last week to local
Chevy dealer 43, miles for routine oil change and tire rotation. While they had it on the lift, they
discovered one of my right front axles was leaking fluid. I told them to go ahead and fix it appx.
To make a long story short, when the mechanic went to pull off the snap ring, it was frozen in
place. He called the shop foreman over, who had never seen anything like that before, and it
took the 2 of them to pull it off. In the process the ring was broken, and the axle sheared at least
I think that's what they said. Of course, they did not have replacement parts on hand, and could
not find any locally, so had to order from manufacturer. Now, the price has almost doubled, no
additional labor cost, but parts. My question is, has anyone had this happen to them, or heard of
it happening. I'm also wondering - is this a manufacturer's defect? If so, in my opinion, I should
not have to pay the full price. Is the difference in the "springs and shocks" or is there more to it.
I plan to pull a 32ft 5th wheel. Is the LD too light for safe and easy towing? Not dumb just can't
get to specs. I have a snowplow on the truck and the truck is useless in the snow. It veers to the
right and can't get out of my own drive which is slight hill. Had lb of salt in bed and couldn't
make it up a hill in the snow. Got an 85 S10 never meant to plow and the thing goes thru
anything. Anyone experience problems with the Silverado in 4WD? One guy suggested beefier
tires- but I find it amzing this heavy duty truck is so bad in the snow as it is delivered from Chvy
and you need to go out and get tires Sign In or Register to comment. If you're into lifestyle
cosplay and only want a truck for what it projects, this isn't the pickup for you. SUVs aren't the
only ever-growing cars consumers are obsessed with -- pickup trucks are a part of that fray,
too. But a heavy-duty truck, like the Chevrolet Silverado at the center of this review, is not a
truck you buy for stuff like that. This is the pickup you pick up when you need to live the
real-deal truck-stuff life, pulling horse trailers or assembling lumber to raise a whole barn. If in
the course of your cowboy cosplay, you decide you want to move beyond the s and up to this
tier of truck without actually needing to, you'll be doing yourself -- and everyone around you on
the road -- a disservice. Equipped with my tester's 6. Upgrade to the 6. The first time we drove
the truck , former reviews editor Jon Wong praised the Duramax's effortless hauling ability, but
he pointed out that the 6. Chevrolet also has a bunch of new tech reinforcing the Silverado HD's
newfound capabilities. Equipped in the right way, the Silverado HD can show up to 15 different
camera angles on the infotainment screen, including an "invisible trailer" mode that stitches
camera feeds together to show the driver what's happening behind the trailer itself. An
additional trailering app can monitor tire pressures and lights for trailers or water tank levels
and HVAC for recreational vehicles. The Chevy Silverado HD has presence in spades. It's so
freaking big that it can be seen across a parking lot relatively easily, not that this is an excuse to
buy a truck larger than most San Francisco apartments. Put it on the road, and it's disturbingly
larger than just about everything around it. While it's nice to be able to see through a sea of
SUVs and other pickups, the is so giant that I can see the roofs of those vehicles, which means
I'm easily blotting out the sun and the road ahead for anyone in a smaller ride. Driving
something the size of a house means parking something the size of a house, and it's not easy.
My tester is pretty bare-bones, coming equipped with a federally mandated backup camera and
little else in the way of scratch-preventing tech, so even something as straightforward as a trip
to the grocery store becomes a Herculean effort. The Silverado doesn't fit into parking spots
very well, which means I spend most of my time at the store walking from the extreme back end
of the lot to the front door. If you need to open the hood, I hope you brought a step stool. Even
at 6 feet tall, I can barely see into the engine bay once the hood is open, and I have to grab for
anything I can get my hands on to close the darn thing again. Getting up into the truck itself is
also an exercise, with shorter drivers and passengers making good use of the many steps and
grab handles available, like some twisted version of an elementary school playground. The
Silverado 's interior is hit or miss. On the positive side, it's monstrous, with the crew cab
gaining more than 3 inches of length in , and every inch of that spaciousness is immediately
noticeable -- you could host a family get-together in this thing. On the negative side, Chevrolet
barely gave the interior any attention in the truck's makeover, leaving it with a design that looks
old and loads up on mediocre plastics, and the build quality isn't as good as it is on competitors
like the Ram You can, however, fold up the center console so the first row acts as a bench seat,
which is a fun touch on lower trims. Given the Silverado 's residential dimensions, it shouldn't
come as a surprise when I say the thing drives like a house, too. My tester's Custom trim is just

above the ultra-basic WT Work Truck spec, and while uplevel trucks are apparently cushy
according to my colleagues, this bare-bones setup is a fair bit choppier. Bumps produce
traditional body-on-frame wobbles, and my truck's inch wheels do nothing to absorb or
otherwise mitigate on-road nastiness. The steering requires a whole lot of input, too. At no point
am I unaware that I'm driving something the size of two parking spaces; it feels every bit as
heavy as it is. The 6. The V8 makes a nice little noise as it pushes pounds over pavement, but
you don't get any sort of authoritative acceleration you do on Duramax-equipped variants. The
six-speed automatic transmission doesn't attempt to hide its shifts, as upshifts arrive with an
obvious thud and downshifts include both that aforementioned clunk and a waiting period for
everything to occur. The brake pedal doesn't inspire much confidence, either. After a half-inch
of travel, the pedal firms up immensely, making smooth modulation a little tricky. My colleagues
who've towed with the Silverado say the brake pedal feels confident in these situations, but in
everyday use it's not that spectacular. But that's kind of the point: None of the above matters as
much when you're doing real-deal work like towing or hauling. If you only do that once every six
months and treat the Silverado like any other car between those periods, you're going to have a
bad time. In addition to all the truck-specific tech I touched on when discussing the Silverado 's
actual capabilities, Chevrolet made sure to throw in some of its latest passenger-car
technology, and you don't even need to shell out the big bucks for it. Every Silverado HD comes
with a 7-inch touchscreen running Chevrolet's Infotainment 3 system, a recent reskin that
boosts responsiveness and gives the aesthetics a thorough modernization. A single USB port is
standard, which is on the low side, and it's the regular ol' Type-A port so it won't charge your
device as fast as a Type-C port might. Navigation and an 8-inch screen are upgrades on higher
trims, but the 7-incher will do pretty much everything you need it to do. From there, though, the
creature comforts can get a little depressing. Heck, I don't even get standard steering wheel
controls for the radio on my Custom trim, and there's a big ol' blank panel where the heated
seats should be. You can't tell me that all the extra cost of this truck went into the steel in its
frame. The way GM options go, you can't really tack all the good stuff onto lower trims, so you
really have to shell out to equip this truck like you might any other car. Move up to higher trims,
though, and you get access to extra safety features like parking sensors, rear cross-traffic alert,
a head-up display and blind-spot monitoring. The 7-inch screen might look small in a truck this
big, but it comes standard on every Silverado, and that's a great thing. Let's see what I can cook
up instead. Since I like my cars to feel a little less sparse, I'll start with the LTZ trim, which adds
things like keyless entry, heated seats and automatic climate control. There are three trucks in
the heavy-duty space, and they're all pretty comparably capable. The Ram Heavy Duty and Ford
Super Duty boast nearly the same towing capability, so it really just boils down to picking the
truck that you think looks the best and contains all the features you're after. The Silverado HD is
the only one with the "invisible trailer" tech, for example, so for towing aficionados th
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at might be a game changer. If you actually need a heavy-duty truck, the Silverado is mighty
capable, but it's not without its downsides in the build-quality, aesthetics and options
departments. If you are only buying a truck to use very occasionally or just drive for the lifestyle
points , I would highly recommend sticking with light-duty variants for more user friendliness.
Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which
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a house Lacks standard features Middling interior. Score Breakdown Performance. Specs See
full specs. Discuss: Chevy Silverado review: For needs, not wants.

